“What’s the Definition of Success?”

It’s often not a question of yes or no but rather what is the proper scope?
◆

Is there a large enough critical mass to attract
sustainable visitation?

◆

Will the business program create a profitable operation?

◆

Are we able to see our markets realistically?

◆

Can we expand our concept and
generate incremental new business?

?

These are the questions our
clients ask us to study.

The answers can make, or
save, millions of dollars.
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Efamilyntertainment
projects — theme parks,
fun centers,

and other mass attendance attractions
are uniquely appealing to developers. Unfortunately, only a few
ever move forward. If you are like most of our clients, you are
working on the most exciting project of your
business career. All of that is fine — as long
as your dream is backed with solid statistics,
proven concepts and a clear business plan.
Our work helps balance the excitement
of your friends, family and business colleagues.
You need a vision—but you also need the
detailed results of economic analysis.
Count on ECS for guiding counsel,
detailed feasibility studies, and solid
economic planning. We provide the support
you need to make your vision a reality.
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We can start serving you before you
have made costly commitments to
buy the land or before you have
broken ground on an undeveloped site —
Our initial guidance helps you determine the highest and best
use for a considered site. We can also find the best site if you
are seeking the optimum location for the project you have in

mind. We work directly with designers and architects to
develop a project concept, or to sharpen a concept definition
until it makes economic sense.
Once a project has been defined, we can develop an
economic master plan with specific recommendations as to the
venture's scope, phasing, revenue potential, operating cost, and
other factors essential for design and operation.
Our objective is to
provide you with planning
Morey’s Piers
parameters so that your
architects can produce
a design of maximum
efficiency within the
project budget. You
can then organize
your operation for
economic success.
We have helped
several of our clients
secure financing for
their projects.
Investors are most
receptive when a detailed
business plan designed especially for the attractions
industry is backed up with a feasibility study. Our work in this
area helps to provide the structure financiers look for.
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Although ECS is best known for expertise in the recreation
and leisure field, we are experienced in a wide range of economic
analysis. Economic feasibility is a concept applicable to all aspects
of the business environment. The basic analytic framework involves
an assessment of available market support, competition, the location
of proposed site(s), a facility’s attendance potential, planning factors
and economic feasibility. Key factors also include warranted capital
investment, the required rate of return and desired goals of the
client. ECS has a history of giving accurate and conservative
assessments of client’s projects. Following are brief summaries
of some of the project types we have worked on.
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Corporate Philosophy
ECS is an economic planning and consulting firm
specializing in the recreation and leisure industry

The services of ECS are also tailored to
meet the needs of ongoing operation

Each of our principals has more than 25 years
professional experience in this field, providing
exceptional depth and breadth in consulting services.
Our expertise in economic planning and problem
solving spans the entire range of land-use possibilities:
theme parks and attractions, hotels, retail shopping
centers, conference centers, destination resorts,
mixed-use urban complexes, office buildings, and
industrial projects.

Another important service we provide to
existing projects is an operational audit for
identifying near and long-term strategies to
move the enterprise onto a sound economic
footing. Such strategies might include new
marketing plans, cost-cutting measures, a change in
operational scope to achieve greater efficiency, or some
combination of these.
We also assist existing clients in managing expansion
planning as well as acquisition strategies.

Our services are practical and action-oriented
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We provide clients with an economic plan ready for use:
a detailed, yet clear and concise economic blueprint for
moving a project ahead. ECS is independent of all
planning and design firms; however, ECS executives
collaborate continually with leaders in these fields.
We preserve our independence to maintain
objectivity and to assure our clients that we have no
financial bias. Such bias could cause unwarranted
approval of projects not destined for success, or
unnecessary or uneconomic expansion in scope.
ECS is designed as a small, closely knit firm to ensure
clients the best possible service. From a base in Southern
California, the principals of ECS have for over 25 years
conducted an outstanding practice of domestic and
international economic consulting.

The ECS approach to consulting
is multi-faceted
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We can start with an undeveloped site and
determine the highest and best use or,
alternately, identify the optimum location
for a specific use. In many instances we
have worked directly with designers and
architects to develop a project concept, or
to sharpen concept definition until it
makes economic sense.
Once a project has been defined, our
next step is to develop an economic
master plan with specific
recommendations as to the venture's
scope, phasing, revenue potential, operating cost, and
other essential factors for design and operation. In every
case, our objective is to provide clients with planning
parameters so that their architects can produce
a design of maximum efficiency for the available
economic opportunity. Our support helps clients
organize their operations for economic success. We have
successfully helped many clients secure financing for
their projects.
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ECS Provides Specialized Economic Planning
and Evaluation In The Following Areas:
Feasibility Analysis
Due Diligence
Report Verification
Expansion Analysis

Highest and Best Use Analysis
Expert Witness Testimony
Business Planning
Concept Development

KEY ANALYSIS FACTORS INCLUDE:
MARKET ANALYSIS

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

Resident Population
Demographics
Socio-Economic Factors
Local Tourist Activity
Weather Factors
Competitive and
Complementary
Attractions Analysis

Per Capita Expenditures
Revenue and Expense
Warranted Investment
Financing Alternatives
Return on Investment
Project Budgeting

BENEFIT ANALYSIS
SITE EVALUATION
Topography Review
Land Cost Analysis
Accessibility and Visibility
Lease and Purchase Options
Surrounding Land-Use Impacts

DEVELOPMENT OF
PLANNING FACTORS
Market Capture Rates &
Attendance Estimates
Sizing Capacity
Entertainment Content
Seasonality
Mix of Uses
Attendance Patterns
Length of Stay

Jobs Created
Tax Revenues
Visitor Expenditures
Materials Purchased
Multiplier Factors
Historic Attractions

Review of Project Types
Themed Amusement Attractions
Theme parks are recreation attractions
operating within a specially created
environment and atmosphere. Economic
analysis and park design are key elements
which will determine if a park is to be
successful. ECS has conducted numerous
studies of proposed and operating theme
parks in the United States and abroad.
Our experience ranges from parks as large
as Six Flags in New Jersey to smaller scaled
family parks.

Water Parks
Waterparks need economic analysis that
applies an up-to-date application of the
lessons which have been learned in
developing and operating modern theme
parks to the activities of swimming and
to water play. Although content and scale
must be tailored to suit each individual
market opportunity, water parks basically
create a beach environment for family
recreation which is clean, safe, and
supervised. Major activities include use
of wave pools, lazy rivers, interactive play
areas, slides, flumes, and pulley glides, and
relaxing in a beach-like environment.

Casinos
The casino/gaming industry is a unique
part of the recreation and leisure field,
attracting millions of people and billions
of dollars annually. While gaming occurs
in many different forms throughout the
country, the majority of activity is centered
in the casinos in Las Vegas and Atlantic City.
In a continuous effort to attract patrons,
casinos have continually included some type
of visitor attraction to differentiate them
from their competition. ECS has worked
with numerous clients in the industry on the
economics of such developments as well as
on the evaluation of gaming activities.

Entertainment/Retail
The Specialty Shopping Center is a
phenomenon that has flourished in the past
two decades and has become a major factor
in the shopping center industry. Specialty
Centers have unique market appeal, based
on a restaurant/entertainment draw. Unlike
most standard shopping centers, shopping at
specialty centers represents a secondary
reason to attend and typically extends the
visitors length of stay, while adding to the
center's ambiance.

The recent introduction of “Urban
Entertainment Centers” began with the
development of the popular CityWalk,
outside Universal Studios California. Other
examples include: New York’s 42nd Street,
Southern California’s Third Street
Promenade and the Irvine Spectrum
Entertainment Center, Baltimore’s Inner
Harbor, and Miami’s Coco Walk. Typical
characteristics of both of these type of
developments include a collection of themed
restaurants, specialty merchandising and
entertainment venues, and the
incorporation of a unified architectural
design, dramatic illumination, quality
landscaping, unique building facades,
and water features.

Museums/Cultural Centers
Economic Consulting Services has a wide
range of experience in the assessment of
publicly and privately sponsored museums
and historical attractions. These facilities
fall into the category of mass attendance
attractions, however they generally require
some form of sponsorship for support.
This occurs because the general public
perceives museum facilities as subsidized
by public agencies and, consequently is
willing to pay only moderate admission fees.
Museums and historical attractions
must be planned to encourage repeat
visitation. Consequently, the need to
evaluate the market carefully and
develop a well coordinated concept is an
essential starting point for development
of this type of attraction.

Skillfully assessing each project opportunity
is essential. The relationship between
the size of the facility and the available
market is critical to an indoor attraction’s
financial potentials.

Tourism Development
We have been active in assessing regional
and local tourism potentials. Often tourist
evaluations are triggered by an area or
region's loss of a major basic industry
where natural amenities exist for tourism.
Also, tourist evaluations are the result of an
area having a large number of pass-through
tourists with no organized attractions or
facilities available to stop or hold them.
Because tourist expenditures go directly
into the local economy for goods and
services, increased tourism can boost the
local area's job market and economy
in general. The need to evaluate the
market carefully and develop a well
coordinated tourist development plan
is an essential starting point for healthy
community growth.

Fairs And Expositions
ECS has been successful on consulting
assignments for a wide variety of fair and
exposition attractions, ranging from major
international expos to much smaller local
fairs. These studies encompass everything
from overall performance potential to
identifying ways to improve use of
fairground facilities.

Indoor Entertainment Centers
Once a rarity, indoor recreation
centers have become increasingly
prevalent in the form of retail mall
anchors/tenants. Besides creating a
synergistic entertainment destination,
their operations draw people to
the mall, increase traffic for other
retail tenants, and create additional
market opportunities.
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ECS Clients
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PUBLIC CLIENTS

INTERNATIONAL CLIENTS

DOMESTIC CLIENTS

Everland Theme Park - South Korea
Ocean Park - Hong Kong
Ontario Place - Canada
PNE - Canada
Walibi Parks - Belgium and France
Space World - Japan
Achaia Clauss Winery, Patras, Greece
West Edmonton Mall, Canada
Reino Aventura, Mexico City
Luna Park - Sydney, Australia
Woodbine Center - Canada
La Defense - France
Toronto Airport - Canada
Centro Cultural Alfa - Mexico
Conklin Shows - Canada
Royal Easter Showgrounds - Australia
Cultural Visitor Attraction - Amman, Jordan
Parc Asterix - France
IDELUX - Belgium
Bellewaerde Park - Belgium
Luna Park - Australia
Jaya Ancol - Indonesia
Whimsy - Hong Kong
Vidam Park - Budapest, Hungary
Shanghai World Village - China
Peri Magico - Mexico
Teleferico San Jacinto - El Salvador
MBC Ilsan Studios - South Korea
Tiger Beer, Singapore
Cayman Grand Harbor - BWI

Knott’s Berry Farm - Buena Park, California
Irvine Spectrum - Irvine, California
The Avenue at Tower City - Cleveland, Ohio
Rawhide - Scottsdale, Arizona
Bonfante Gardens - Gilroy, California
Harrah's Hotel & Casino - Las Vegas, Nevada
Six Flags Great Adventure - Jackson, New Jersey
Pacific Park - Santa Monica, California
The Pyramid - Memphis, Tennessee
Firestone Winery - Los Olivos, California
Tropicana Hotel - Atlantic City, New Jersey
Morey's Piers - Wildwood, New Jersey
Ramada Inns - Laughlin, Nevada
Whiskey Pete's - Las Vegas, Nevada
Meteor Crater - Flagstaff, Arizona
Hilton Hotel - Las Vegas, Nevada
Fernandez Shows - Hawaii & Mainland
Ripley's Believe It or Not! Museums
Holiday World - Indiana
Bishop Museum - Honolulu, Hawaii
Johnson Space Center - Houston, Texas
Alabama Space and Rocket Center - Huntsville, Alabama
Six Flags Fiesta Texas - San Antonio, Texas
Space Camp - Cape Kennedy, Florida
Bally's Casino Hotel - Las Vegas, Nevada
San Diego Zoo - San Diego, California
Gila River Indian Community - AZ

Irvine Spectrum

City of Anaheim - California
Government of the District of Columbia
City of Downey - California
City of Memphis - Tennessee
City of Sacramento - California
Mystic Coast & Country - Connecticut
Siskiyou County - California
Canadian Ministry of Tourism
Korean Department of Parks
City of Garden Grove - California
City of New Orleans - Louisiana
Los Angeles Parks Department - California
Jefferson Parish - Louisiana
Johnson Space Center - Houston, Texas
Indianapolis Development Agency - Indiana
City of Santa Clara - California
Greater Cleveland Growth Association - Ohio
City of Beaumont - Texas
City of San Clemente - California
City of Douglas - Wyoming
City of Loveland - Colorado
Cottage Grove - Oregon
Toronto Airport Authority - Canada
Town of Gilbert - Arizona
Convention & Visitors Bureau - Amarillo, Texas
Taiwan Tourist & Visitors Bureau
City of Kenner - Louisiana
City of San Diego - California
City of Long Beach - California
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Why Hire an Economic Consultant
Feasibility analysis and programming is the
process of testing a project’s concept and
program for financial viability at a specific
site. The process begins with the concept
development, market analysis, comparable
and competitive analysis, attendance and
use projections, the development of
planning parameters and ends with the
preparation of a detailed financial model
and financing plan.
The analysis seeks to determine whether
the economic, legal, political, physical,
and market environments favor the
successful development of a project. It,
in effect, creates a business plan for the
project that will be required for both the
architectural and design function and for
attracting financing.
The consultants approach to consulting
services should be practical and actionoriented. The aim is to provide clients with
an economic plan ready for implementation
- a detailed, but clear and concise economic
blueprint for moving a project ahead. The
consultant must work directly with
designers and architects to develop a project
concept, or to sharpen concept definition
until it makes economic sense.

Once a project
has been defined,
the next step is to
develop an
economic master
plan with specific
recommendations
as to the venture's
scope, phasing,
revenue potential, operating cost, and other
essential factors for design and operation.
In every case, the objective should be to
provide the client with planning parameters
so that the architects can produce a design
of maximum efficiency for the available
economic opportunity, and so that they can
organize the operation in a manner geared
to economic success. Ultimately the process
should assist clients to secure financing for
their projects in addition to answering
questions from local authorities.
In order to assure credibility with the
financial community, the consultant should
be independent of any design firm, but
must collaborate with leaders in the field.
Independence must be preserved to
maintain objectivity and to assure
clients that the consultant has no

Ontario Place
financial bias which might prompt
unwarranted approval of infeasible projects,
or unnecessary or uneconomic expansion
in scope.
Given the innate unpredictability in any
project, feasibility analysis seeks to
determine probability. It should be used to
make reasonable estimates of a project’s
feasibility. While it cannot ensure a
project’s success, it is an invaluable tool in
helping clients to decide whether to proceed
with a project, guide architects and
designers to properly size a project, create a
budget for the development and answer
major questions for lenders or investors.
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Call Us
Today —

We can provide you
with valuable insights
and help you to move
your project forward.

ECS ECONOMIC CONSULTING SERVICES
428 Old Newport Blvd., Newport Beach, CA 92663

www.economicconsultingservices.com or ecs_82@pacbell.net
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